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Pennsylvania’s surface water resources
include 65,000 miles of streams and
more than 2,400 lakes, reservoirs, and
ponds. Approximately 47 trillion
gallons of groundwater lie beneath the
ground in aquifers. In an average year,
42 inches of precipitation fall to
replenish our supplies.

While water may appear to be
plentiful, various user groups place
heavy demands on our water re-
sources. The total withdrawal of
ground- and surface water exceeds 4
billion gallons per day. In 1990 the
state’s largest users were thermoelec-
tric power generators (58.5%),
industrial/mining interests (21.6%),
domestic/commercial customers
(19.3%), and agricultural users
(0.68%) (Solley et al., 1993).

Some water uses, such as navigation,
recreation, and hydroelectric power
generation, do not involve withdraw-
ing water from its source. These are
known as instream uses. Offstream or
consumptive uses remove water from a
surface or underground source and do
not directly return it. Water used for
irrigation and livestock is included in
the consumptive use category, so
although agriculture represents only a
small portion of total usage, in 1990 it
accounted for a significant share
(9.3%) of consumptive uses.

Groundwater is essential in Pennsyl-
vania, especially for farmers and rural
residents, a majority of whom depend
on private wells for their domestic
water supply. As pathogens such as
Giardia and Cryptosporidium have been
found in surface water supplies, public
water suppliers in rural areas have
increasingly looked to groundwater as
a cleaner source. The migration of
people and industry from urban
centers to rural areas has threatened
groundwater supplies.

Introduction
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Each of the state’s water users depends
on access to a certain amount of water
at any time. Periodic droughts are
inevitable in this part of the country,
but if potential problems are recog-
nized and planned for accordingly,
drought’s impacts on families, busi-
nesses, and the state’s economy can be
reduced. Prioritizing needs, conserving
water when possible, and clearly
defining user rights before drought
strikes will alleviate conflicts between
competing users in times of scarcity.

There is a trend toward increased
population growth in rural Pennsylva-
nia. All but 9 counties experienced
population increases between 1990
and 1995, and 45 counties grew faster
than the state average for this period.
Periodic droughts and extensive
development, especially in the state’s
southeast and south-central portions,
have raised critical questions about
how water is allocated, which uses
have priority in times of scarcity, and
which level of government is best
suited to regulate water use. Water-
sheds do not follow political bound-
aries, so cooperation between govern-
ment units can help build consistency
within the system of water rights law.
Each water user, whether industrial,
commercial, domestic, or municipal,
has very different needs and concerns.
To resolve conflicts effectively, users
at all levels must understand the
others’ situations and views. Such an
approach is likely to produce new
solutions with the potential to benefit
all parties.

This publication is intended as an
educational primer about water rights
for citizens, farmers, other rural
business owners, and elected and
appointed officials. It introduces the
legal background, vernacular, and
issues of the water rights debate. The
discussion is general and does not
cover all contingencies. This publica-
tion does not provide legal advice to
readers with water rights conflicts and
is not intended as a substitute for
advice from a qualified lawyer.

The reader will see that the sometimes
vague language of the laws and legal
precedents may be open to various
interpretations. Owing to the devel-
opments highlighted above, especially
population growth, it is likely that
water rights will soon be the subject of
increasingly concerned debate.
Informed citizens are more likely to
know their rights and to contribute
effectively to the debate.

An overview of laws governing
Pennsylvania’s system of surface and
groundwater allocation is presented.
A history of water rights is offered;
important players are identified and
their missions and authorities ex-
plained. Issues likely to be discussed
and debated in the near future are
identified. These issues include:

● How will new industry and residen-
tial development affect the present
system of water allocation?

● Which level of government is best
suited for deciding how water rights
are allocated?

● How well defined are users’ rights?
● Who should have the rights to

water when demand becomes
greater than the available supply?

● When should an individual’s right
to use a water source yield to the
community’s rights?

●  What should the community do for
people who may be forced to give
up their water rights for the
community’s benefit?

● Who should benefit from the system
of water rights?



Surface water lies in a natural, defined
channel with a bed and banks and
includes streams, rivers, ponds, and
lakes. Underground streams that flow
in defined channels also are treated as
surface water for the purpose of
allocation. Groundwater lies below
ground and is part of the water table
or is percolating down to that level.
Diffuse surface water, which does not
move in a defined channel and does
not filter down to the water table,
comes from various sources including
rain, melting snow, seepage from
springs, and flood waters. Diffuse
surface water is distinguished here
because it is treated separately under
Pennsylvania’s water rights system.

Pennsylvania’s system of water law is
based on numerous court rulings
dating back to the 1800s. This system
of rule-making, called common law, is
decided on a case-by-case basis, as
opposed to statutory law, under which
a legislature enacts specific regula-
tions. In the common law system,
lawyers and judges research the facts
and decisions of similar cases in
higher courts to determine what
precedent exists to help them decide
the most effective argument and
logical ruling. Some people believe
that common law causes uncertainty
in the allocation of water rights
because new litigation could set new
precedent. Others, however, believe
this uncertainty is not that great since
preceding cases provide a fairly clear
indication of how a water rights
dispute is likely to be resolved.

An important basis for the state’s
water policies is the old “English rule,”
or absolute ownership principle.
English rule held that a property
owner controlled not only the surface
of the land, but also the earth,
minerals, and water below his or her
land down to the center of the earth
and into the atmosphere above the
property. This policy allowed a
landowner to withdraw as much
groundwater as he or she chose
without regard for others’ needs.

Basis of Water Law in
Pennsylvania

English rule was eventually modified
and its name was changed to the
“American rule,” which sets different
guidelines for surface and groundwater
use. This policy places somewhat
vague restrictions on surface and
groundwater use, as is discussed below.

A significant problem with
Pennsylvania’s system of water law is
that there are different rules govern-
ing surface water, diffuse surface water,
“percolating groundwater,” and
groundwater in defined underground
streams, which are rare in the state.
The law does not recognize the
hydrologic fact that surface and
groundwater are intimately con-
nected, making it difficult to effec-
tively manage the total water re-
source.
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The 1923 Limited Water Power and
Water Supply Law and the 1939
Water Rights Act were designed to
provide for review and regulation of
surface water withdrawals by public
water companies, municipalities, and
power companies.

Surface and Groundwater
Allocation Legislation

The Water Well Drillers License Act
of 1956 requires well drillers to record
and file information on well location,
rock types, well design, and yield data
for each well drilled. While the
collection of such information is
important, there is no enforcement to
administer this act.

The Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act of 1978, an updated version of
the 1913 Water Obstructions Act,
grants Pennsylvania’s Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)
authority to regulate the construction,
operation, and maintenance of dams
and other water obstructions. This law
has enabled DEP to establish mini-
mum flow guidelines for dammed
waterways.
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Under the common law system of
water rights, surface water is subject to
the riparian rights doctrine. This
states that landowners with property
adjacent to or crossed by a natural
body of water with defined banks have
the right to use these waters. Riparian
doctrine does not confer the right to
divert or consume a certain amount of
water, nor does it grant ownership of a
specific quantity of water to the
riparian landowner. All such property
owners have equal rights to use this
water. According to the original
intent of this doctrine, all riparian
owners have the right to see the water
unchanged in quantity and quality
when it reaches them.

Surface Water Rights in
Pennsylvania

Domestic use (including drinking,
bathing, cooking, laundry, livestock
watering, and other uses necessary for
life and health) is given priority with
no regard for the amount of water left
in the stream or lake after these uses
are satisfied. The next priority is the
public’s right to navigate, followed by
all nondomestic water uses. Upstream
nondomestic uses, including irriga-
tion, manufacturing, and power
production, can be slowed if there is
insufficient water to meet downstream
domestic or navigational needs. This
priority ranking has been assembled
over the years based on the decisions
of numerous court cases. A problem
with riparian rights doctrine is that
although water rights are carried with
property ownership, there is no
guarantee that the right to use the
water will remain unhindered by
future riparian users.

The requirement that the water
remain in its natural state may hamper
development of riparian land. Ripar-
ian doctrine in its strictest form
implies that no one can use any water
because everyone else has the right to
undiminished flow and unchanged
quality. To lessen the impediments to
development, Pennsylvania has
adopted the doctrine of “reasonable
use.” The policy allows some reduc-
tion in a watercourse’s flow, as long as
other users are not “unreasonably”
harmed. The definition of reasonable
use depends on the size of the stream,
the type of use, the amount of
withdrawal, and the circumstances of
other riparian users. Unreasonable
uses include selling or wasting water
and diversion to nonriparian lands.
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Nondomestic uses of surface water
such as irrigation, municipal supply,
mining, and industry are considered
“extraordinary” and are allowable only
to the extent that they “neither
materially nor perceptibly” diminish
stream flow and are “reasonable” with
respect to the rights of other users.
Generally, water taken under riparian
rule may not be removed from the
property adjacent to the waterway or
diverted to another watershed, even if
such removal would not adversely
affect any other user. There are two
main ways to circumvent this provi-
sion: prescription and eminent
domain.

Prescriptive water rights are gained
when a specific water withdrawal that
adversely affects the rights of others
occurs peaceably, continuously,
notoriously, visibly, and openly for 21
years without a legal complaint. After
this period of time, the rights cannot
be taken away, even if there are
negative consequences for other
riparian rights holders. The amount of
the withdrawal obtained under
prescriptive water rights cannot later
be increased. The concept of prescrip-
tive rights declares that lawsuits
cannot be brought to recover interests
in land after it has been in the open
and adverse use and possession of
another person for 21 years.

Prescription can result in the right for
a nonriparian owner to use the water,
or it can allow a legitimate riparian
owner to use more water than would
otherwise be possible given the rights
of other owners. In an old example of
prescription, a farmer dammed a
stream and dug ditches for irrigation
purposes. His diversion caused no
harm to a mill downstream. About 40
years later, drought diminished the
stream’s flow, and although the farmer
took no more water than before, the
mill owner brought the farmer to
court on the grounds that the mill was
not receiving enough water to
operate. The farmer claimed a
prescriptive right to continue using
the water, since use had been open
and continuous for more than 21
years. The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court sided in the farmer’s favor,
stating that although the mill owner
was not initially harmed by the
diversion, he should have complained
before 21 years had passed.

Eminent domain rights to water use
are acquired when municipalities or
other public service agencies legally
procure water from a private source for
the public good. Acquisition requires
a permit from the state Department of
Environmental Protection.

Many legal decisions in the Common-
wealth have emphasized the amount
of the withdrawal in comparison to
the total flow of the waterway. For
example, a court would be more likely
to deem reasonable a large withdrawal
from the downstream reaches of a
river where flow is most often greatest
than from the smaller upstream
sections. In this way the riparian rule
has favored establishment of water-
consuming industries on the down-
stream sections of the state’s major
rivers.
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Pennsylvania’s groundwater law is
based on the so-called “American
rule.” Under this rule a landowner
may withdraw percolating groundwa-
ter from beneath his or her property
for any “natural and ordinary” use
without regard for neighboring users.
Natural and ordinary uses encompass
virtually any water use, as long as use
occurs on the landowner’s property.
Uses occurring off-site are “unreason-
able” and “unlawful.” This rule was
established at the beginning of the
Industrial Revolution to promote
economic growth and development,
the predominant social goal at that
time.

There is some confusion within the
court decisions about liability in
relation to groundwater withdrawals
under the American rule. Some
courts have found the offending user
liable for damages when the with-
drawal interferes with other users.
There is also legal precedent stating
that in order for the user to be liable
for damages, the withdrawal must be
“malicious” or “negligent.” A
“malicious” withdrawal is done with
intent to harm one’s neighbors, while
an owner who makes a “negligent”
withdrawal has failed to exercise care
when there was a duty to do so.

The American rule is not designed to
deal with conflict between compet-
ing users or with drought conditions.
Its provisions usually mean that those
with the deepest wells and most
powerful pumps get the most water
(State Water Plan, 1976; Weston,
1990). Landowners are thereby given
the incentive to drill ever deeper
wells and use ever more powerful
pumps, as long as the water use
qualifies as natural and ordinary.

Groundwater Rights within
Pennsylvania’s Common

Law System

In recent years, concerns about
groundwater contamination and
disputes over quantity issues in some
parts of the state have raised questions
about the appropriateness of a water
policy rooted in economic develop-
ment and growth. Some people
believe that Pennsylvania’s common
law system of water rights allocation
may be insufficient to safeguard this
essential natural resource. Current
water users have no ironclad guaran-
tee of their future right to use the
same amount of water since common
law is always subject to modification
as new cases are litigated.
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Diffuse surface water does not flow in
a defined channel. Pennsylvania
landowners may collect and use
diffuse surface water for their own
purposes. Many people, however,
would rather be rid of the water as
soon as possible. The “natural flow
doctrine” applies to drainage. Strict
interpretations of this doctrine state
that the owner of low land must
accept all the diffuse surface water
that flows naturally onto the property
from upper lands. The upper land
owner may not increase or change the
amount, speed, or direction of the
flow, else he or she may be liable for
damage caused to lower owners. Some
people feel that the requirement of
preserving the natural drainage system
unnecessarily hinders property
development.

This sentiment has led to the applica-
tion of a different rule, the “common
enemy” rule, in the drainage of urban
areas. Diffuse surface waters are
treated as a common enemy. All
landowners have equal rights to
improve their property and change
the natural flow of these waters as
necessary, even if this harms their
neighbors, as long as the landowners’
actions are reasonable. However, the
upland owner cannot be negligent or
fail to take due care in making
improvements, nor may he or she
deliver the water to lower lands by
means of artificial channels or ditches.
There is some confusion about when
the common enemy rule should be
applied versus the natural flow
doctrine.

Diffuse Surface Water Rights
within Pennsylvania’s
Common Law System



Surface water in a constructed
reservoir or a dammed or diverted
river is treated separately by
Pennsylvania’s present system of water
laws. Adjacent landowners do not
gain riparian rights to developed water
because they generally do not own the
land underneath the water. The
municipality or utility that con-
structed the dam or reservoir usually
owns the land beneath the lake and
therefore has exclusive right to the
waters. There is little precedent to
determine downstream users’ rights to
stored waters. Therefore, if a conflict
arises in this type of situation, the
outcome of the dispute is uncertain.

10
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The Delaware and Susquehanna River
basins cover the eastern two-thirds of
the state. The western third is mainly
in the Ohio River basin. In the 1960s
and 1970s the federal government
created two interstate river basin
commissions to manage water
interests in the more densely popu-
lated Delaware and Susquehanna
River watersheds. The Delaware River
Basin Commission (DRBC) arose out
of a long-standing interstate legal
debate over rights to the Delaware’s
water. The decisions of two court
cases in 1931 and 1954 proved too
inflexible to accommodate changing
industrial needs, so the interstate
compact was established.

The DRBC and the Susquehanna
River Basin Commission (SRBC)
have the power to issue permits for
surface and groundwater withdrawals
in excess of 100,000 gallons per day,
to designate Special Protection Areas,
to declare drought emergencies, and
to develop a comprehensive plan for
water development and use. In

drought emergencies, state allocation
programs may be preempted by the
commissions’ regulations.

The SRBC requires all surface water
users to replace consumptive losses
that amount to more than one million
gallons per day, or, when combined
with other withdrawals, exceed 25
percent of the 7-day, 10-year low flow
of the source stream. The DRBC
regulates surface water withdrawals
greater than 100,000 gallons per day.
Both commissions generally require
review only of projects planning to
withdraw more than 100,000 gallons
of groundwater per day.

The SRBC and DRBC have imple-
mented water conservation policies
applying to all regulated users. The
DRBC created the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Groundwater Protection
Area in response to recent droughts
and expanding development in this
region. All or parts of Bucks, Chester,
Lehigh, Montgomery, and Schuylkill
counties are subject to the protection

area’s regulations, which require a
permit for all groundwater withdraw-
als larger than 10,000 gallons per day.
The Groundwater Protection Area’s
regulations are designed to ensure that
total withdrawals do not exceed the
total recharge of the aquifer. New
users may be required to limit with-
drawals if their use interferes with that
of established users or to provide
replacement water supplies when
interference is unavoidable.

The DRBC has been involved in
settling intrastate disputes in Pennsyl-
vania, something it was not designed
to do. The DRBC has gotten involved
because the state has no easy mecha-
nism for resolving disputes. Some
people feel that this jurisdictional
anomaly is a prime example of why
Commonwealth government needs to
discuss questions of water use and to
consider alternatives.

Great Lakes’ waters fall under the
jurisdiction of the International Joint
Commission, a six-member group
responsible for rendering decisions on
applications to use, obstruct, or divert
these boundary waters. The commis-
sion is made up of representatives of
the contiguous U.S. states and
Canadian provinces.

11
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The doctrine of prior appropriation is
commonly used to allocate water
rights in the arid and semiarid western
United States. The doctrine allows
storage of water when it is plentiful
and diversion from places with
adequate supplies to places where it is
needed. Seniority of appropriation is
central to this doctrine. In other
words, “first in time, first in right.”
The landowner whose claim to water
dates back the furthest is the last to
lose water rights during droughts and
conflicts.

Aspects of appropriative rights
doctrine and riparian rights doctrine
are incorporated under hybrid or dual
water rights systems, with the riparian
right usually having priority. Dual or
hybrid system states incorporate a
measure of reasonableness to give
some protection to junior users.

Correlative rights doctrine holds that
the rights of all landowners in a
watershed are equal and correlative. A
user may not extract more than his or
her defined share when this results in
injury to other users. This doctrine is
similar to riparian doctrine, except
that in times of drought, correlative
rights doctrine allocates water on the
basis of relative need according to a
priority of uses. Use on nonoverlying
lands is highly restricted. This system’s
chief downfall is that a “fair” and
equal division of rights may not
necessarily lead to the most economi-
cally efficient use of the available
water. This system requires more
intensive judicial involvement in
settling conflicts than does the
American rule system, since litigation
is seldom brought until the resource is
already overextended.

A regulatory system of groundwater
allocation requires new users to obtain
a permit for withdrawal from the state
administrative agency. Preexisting
uses, domestic water needs, and wells
that withdraw less than an amount set
by statute are usually not regulated. A
proposed use must be beneficial, as
indicated in the enabling legislation.

Most permit systems allow virtually
any use, including off-land uses. Some
systems rank uses as a guideline in
times of water shortage. Provisions
can be made to allow new, high-
priority uses in the watershed,
provided that the new user compen-
sates injured permit holders or
replaces their water supply. This type
of system may exist on a statewide
basis or only in critical areas where
groundwater is scarce.

Pennsylvania’s current system of water
allocation works fairly well except
during shortages or where demand
exceeds the available supply. With
increasing development, water
shortages will only become more
frequent. Any new legislation in this
area should address the management
of water resources during drought, as
this generates the most severe and
numerous conflicts. The way we
manage our water resources depends
on whether we view water as property
to which we are entitled a certain
amount or as a resource that must be
protected for future generations.
There are many difficult and challeng-
ing issues to consider. We hope that
greater understanding of
Pennsylvania’s current water alloca-
tion system and its shortcomings will
help citizens to think critically about
the issues and about alternative water
rights systems that may be proposed in
the future.

Alternative Water
Regulatory Systems
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American rule—states that a land-
owner may withdraw percolating
waters beneath his or her land for
“natural and ordinary” use on that
land regardless of the consequences
for neighbors. Virtually all economic
enterprises are included under the
category of “natural and ordinary” use.

Aquifer—a geologic formation that
contains saturated permeable material
and yields significant quantities of
water for wells or springs.

Common enemy rule—grants all
landowners equal rights to improve
their property and change the natural
flow of diffuse surface waters as
necessary, even if this harms their
neighbors, as long as the landowners’
actions are reasonable and not
negligent and the water is not
delivered by means of artificial
channels or ditches.

Common law—a system whereby the
decisions of individual lawsuits are
used to define rights that may be
refined and adjusted as new litigation
deems necessary.

Consumptive use—water withdrawn
and removed from the immediate
supply of origin through evaporation,
incorporation into products or crops,
consumption by people, or other
means.

Developed waters—a dammed or
diverted river or reservoir.

Diffuse surface water—does not
move in a defined channel and does
not filter down to the water table. It
comes from various sources including
rain, melting snow, seepage from
springs, and flood waters.

Eminent domain—a legal principle
that allows municipalities and other
public service agencies to acquire
surface water rights for the public
good.

Instream use—water that is used but
not withdrawn from a ground- or
surface water supply. Possible uses
include recreation, fish propagation,
hydroelectric power generation, and
navigation.

Natural and ordinary use—with
regard to percolating groundwater,
encompasses virtually any water use,
as long as use occurs on the
landowner’s property. The transfer of
water off land for use elsewhere is not
allowed under this provision.

Natural flow doctrine—applied to
drainage in rural areas, this doctrine
states that the owner of low land must
accept all the diffuse surface water
that flows naturally over the property
from upper lands, provided that the
upper landowner does not increase or
change the amount, speed, or direc-
tion of the flow.

Offstream use—water withdrawn or
diverted from a ground- or surface
water source for uses such as public
supply, livestock, irrigation, and
industry.

Percolating groundwater—normally
flows very slowly through soil pore
spaces, undefined pathways between
soil grains. This water is either in the
water table or is filtering down to the
water table.

Prescriptive water rights—obtained
if an adverse use is practiced peace-
ably, continuously, notoriously,
visibly, and openly for 21 years with
no legal challenge.

Reasonable use—a modification of
riparian doctrine stating that some
reduction in the watercourse’s flow is
acceptable, as long as other users are
not “unreasonably” harmed.

Riparian—relating to the bank of a
stream or lake.

Riparian doctrine—grants landown-
ers with property adjacent to or
crossed by a water body the right to
make reasonable use of these waters.
The doctrine grants all such property
owners equal rights to use this water.

Statutory law—as opposed to
common law, this is written law
enacted by a legislature that all
citizens represented by the legislature
legally must follow.

Well yield—the rate at which a well
provides water, usually in gallons per
minute.

Glossary
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